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Officials welcome new students

OPINION

By Angela Forte
Daily Staff Writer

How Swede It Is
s. anti -abortion policy causes
more damage than good p. 2

Brutally Honest
Don’t fear fads - embrace
them p. 2

Men’s Basketball
1 hpes to upset the opposition at
\\ vt tourney p. 3
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Students and their families
filled the rows of chairs outside the
Dr. Martin King Jr. Joint Library
on Saturday for San Jose State
lIniversity ’s Admitted
Student
Reception.
The students
first-time freshmen and transfers - have been ac
ceptc.xl to the unisersity for the Fall
semester.
The
reception
began
with
speeches from interim President
Ikm Kassing. interim Provost
and Vice President of Academic
Affairs Carmen Sigler. Associated
Students
President
Rachel
(ireathouse.
Academic
Senate
Chair Annette Nellen and football
head coach Dick ’Forney.
Cindy Chavez. the vice mayor
of San Jose. followed the speakers
with her own welcoming speech.
In her speech. Chavez said
5.151 V1as diverse, not having a
majority of one ethnicity.
Students from the English and
ciun paratis e
literature
depart
mem held up signs that read.
"Be Original. don’t be a business
major and -Word is Dope.- en
counting new students to declare
Engl ish is I heir majors.

see RECEPTION, page 4

.lertrti.fer
A crowd of new students follow tour guide Kenda Pot, a junior majoring in liberal studies, to the Dining Commons as part of a c opus
Admitted Student Reception.

Aviation group
awaits response

Sorority celebrates

Womanhood Month

Complaints yet to be substantiated
By Rachel Hill
Dadytital/

.11w Spartan Daily’s weekly
recap of campus crime p. 5

IhI

Ramifications sicmniin.2 Iron] the
formal complaint Mot hs the Coalition
1)1% epot) As union
of San Jose
Students against the .1% iation and technologs department ;ire set to be known.
Progress has been slow if not unap
pitman in dealing with the student led
complaint that accused the department of
violating federal aviation regulations and
employing inadequate instrucuus.

It openly criticized the department
for has ing ineffective. unprepared pro
lessors and alleged that the department
is :is mit in compliancY with accreditation
standards established by the Western
A ssticiatit in lit Schools and Colleges.
Ehe complaint also accused the as iation
department Chair Patricia Backer of siii
lating Part 147 of the Federal As at ion
Rcgulatii ins. Pao 147 stipulates require
ments that :in institution must follow to

:15 tation maintenance is.-ch
lucid!! school.
I he grie% ance tiled last October came
Irinn an organization consisting of cur
rent IS iat ion students. alumni and ;15515:1
:11CS sit the ,lepartment.
I he 01 hcial complaint came in the
form of a letter addressed to the dean of
the College of Engineering. Belle Wei
Both complaints has e set to be sub
stantiated. and the FAA has not formai ty
charged Hacker with any %nil:mons
Hacker did not is ish is comment on the
%dilation and said that 0111C ,1 the details
included in the complaint %vele pro ate
and tinder Wei ’s super’. isiim
Wei could not he reached Ii ir s inn
i
n)rartitta
regardingg the status sit the c o m
With regards to unqualified professors,
the coalition’s letter asserts that unnamed
professors were hired only one week be
lore the semester started, resulting in ill
prepared. inadequate 111,101.:10r

see COMPLAINT, page 4

By Vaishali Kirpekar
Daily Staff Writer
The Zeta Phi Beta sorority has organized
Blue and White Week, part of the regular
celebrations of Womanhood Month. The
sorority will hold es CMS from today through
Thurstkis to try to sensitize young women
and men 10 V1omen-oriented issues.
The spirit of womanhood will be celebrated by discussing issues as plain as good
food habits or as serious as date rape. Today.
a self -esteem and image workshop is being
held by Nicole Ruzek. of counseling sen ices
in the ( ;mid:dupe room of the Student I !Mon.
The Nutrition Tducation Action Team will
also participate ti highlight the importance of
good food habits tan Wednesday. Sgt. Jenny
Pak of the I ’ins ersity Police Department is ill
hold a self defense workshop with a focus on
date rape.
A karaoke night will be held Tuesday and
a bow ling night is planned for Ihursday. both
meant to inl use a lighter mood in an effort to
draw larger 1.70Nds
’A recognition of this month reminds us

year p.6

Hen Kingsley
Itecriw. Maverick Spirit
Award p.6

By Enn Caballero
nolly Staff Writer

Jon Polito
llonored for lifetime
iichievement in acting p. 6

.Wosie Review
n’’ featured
’Our f
al ( ’ineque.1 p. 6

Sparta ( tunic p. 2

p.

Classifieds p.
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of the struggles that women had to lace. to
find their place in the male dominated soci,
ets." said Ethel Walker. a professor in tele% i
sion. radi,i, film andtheat re.
The sorority of siv members locuscs on
Finer Womanhood scholarship. sisterly lose
and community sers cc
-The events cisc the tools and resources
to women, even outside the academic set
ting.- said Shit. C Monte,. the sorority’s
regional direct, it ot Ness Mesico. Nes atla.
( )regon.
Washington.
Hassan.
Alaska.
California, A rizi ma. Japan and South Korea
"Finer Wilmanhood means enipowering
women, bond with themsels es. be educated
and help others," Monte, said Monte,. who
graduated in 1,444. said she leek passionate
about empowering women Monte, has been
associated with the sorority liii 24 years. She
said the womanhood week is celebrated ev
ery where and begins friim the last iwo weeks
of February and continues until March
"In Jaixin and South Korea. our prilrams
are modified to reach Asian women as well
as the Americans is ho are lit ing there."
she said. I-hese commies are military bases

see MONTH, page 4

Mediation Center
trains volunteers

l’inequest
iliii le.ioat kicks If its lith

( ’rossword

!bolo
tour Saturday at the

orra Thomas / Daily Skiff
Kenneth Boston, financial specialist at SAW’ College of Business, argues with Tina Thiry-Hang
Thi Pham, senior majoring in social work and psychology, during a role play when Thi Pliant
Is the mediator for a dispute between Boston and Panel Kaur, left, sophomore majoring in
biochemistry.

At San Jose State I ’tioersity. as well as
anywhere else, conflicts arise on a daily
basis.
Dispute
I he 1:inta (.1am (’sminty
Resolution Program and the organization
Conflict and Common (iround hosted
"Mediator Certification] raining." a %vim
nar for ilitunteers about dispute resolution.
in the I’m% er.ity Room during the week
end Each seminar featured lectures. roleplay ing evercises and a brief Itinch.
I he. volunteers will he trained to meth
ate conflocts how MD students and staff.
sitisktit organtzations and roommates in
the new Mediation Center "Conflict and

Common liniund Hi’s% cCi. conflicts be
tweet) faculty members cannot go through
the program - they must use other means.
The goal is to create a sale. neutral ens
ronment to settle issues without resorting to
the legal system.
Mediation services aren’t just limited to
the four comers of the campus. howes Cr,
and the Mediation (
.11111 to reach out
tii the los.al community Whtle the final de
tails are being nailed down. the center will
be hicated in the Adm oustranim
num 21t( "West, gotten a Vt..r good re
pow.- said Dina Medina. project coordi
mann for the new program She said about
34 applicants applied ha 24 openings.
"We’re only budgeted to do it annually.
and I see a big awed for it What if we had

me MEDIATION, pogo 4
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HOW SWEDE IT IS

U.S. abortion policy hurts more than it helps
the policy, which cuts off U.S. aid to any nongovern- HIV-infected countries in the world, including
mental organization that provides, advises, advocates Gambia, Lesotho. Mauritius, Swaziland Zambia and
or is affiliated with abortion-related practices, has Zimbabwe.
The perverse effects of the U.S. anti -abortion poliwreaked havoc on some of the world’s most impovercies overseas become all the more obvious when conished countries.
sidering the fact that nearly every single
Developing countries rely on funding
health objective set by USAID has been
from the U.S. Agency for International
obstructed by the gag rule.
Development which used to provide
USAID aims to reduce unintended and
more than one-third of all donated supmistimed pregnancies, tight infectious
plies to poor countries, for their health
diseases, reduce childbirth-related matercare clinics to serve the people. Yet.
nal deaths and improve child health and
many physicians believe that it would
survival. Yet, the number of unwanted
he unethical to deny certain women
medical care and thus decline to sign the
pregnancies will undoubtedly increase as
the number of reproductive health clinics
gag order even though they are thereby
and services declines and contraceptive
taken off the USAID funding list.
ANNA MOLIN
access and affordability diminish. Women
As a result, many health care clinics
in Romania, for example, are having more
have been forced to close, leaving some
communities without any health care providers and abortions today than before the country pledged to
others with understaffed hospitals offering reduced follow the U.S. abstinence -only education policy,
services at a higher price. In Kenya, for example, which withholds information on contraceptives that
five major clinics were forced to shut down after they could prevent unplanned pregnancies if it reached
refused to go along with the U.S. anti -abortion poli- Romanian women.
cies.
In addition. decreased U.S. funding hampers the
Furthermore, the policy has scaled back USAID fight against HIV and AIDS as overseas agencies are
shipments of condoms to at least 29 of the most forced to balance budget cuts by eliminating services.

The Bush administration has once again alienated
its European allies by pushing its domestic agenda
onto the world stage.
While hosting a U.N. meeting in New York last
week assessing the advancement of women’s rights in
the past 10 years, the United States inflamed European
equality ministers who criticized Washington for restricting women’s access to abortion and contraception. U.S. Ambassador Ellen Sauerbrey triggered the
attack when she asked for the EU ministers to sanction the addition of anti -abortion language to the final
declaration of the Peking Document, adopted by 189
countries at the 1995 U.N. women’s conference in
Beijing. All EU members, except for Malta, oppose
any changes to the document, including the phrase
"reproductive health services." which the U.S. wants
to amend so that it cannot be interpreted as the right
to abortion.
This is the latest in a series of anti -abortionist steps
by the Bush administration, which has promoted the
most conservatis e U.S. abortion policy since the
Supreme Court passed Roe v. Wade in 1973.
For example. on his second day as president. Bush
reinstated the Golden Gag rule originally adopted by
President Ronald Reagan in 19)44. and then lifted by
President Bill Clinton in 1993. Since its reinstatement.

WORLD OF THE NO

Fads resurrected from the dead
could be profitable ideas

SPARTA GUIDE
Sparta Guide is pros ided free of charge to students, taculty and staff members. The deadline for entries is noon three
working days before the desired publication date. Entry forms are available in the Spartan Daily office in Dwight
Bente] Ball. room NKr lintries can also he equalled to spartandailyo. casa.sjsu.edu tilled "Sparta Guide." Space
rest] whims may require editing iii submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.

School of Art and Design
An art exhibit featuring student galleries will take
place from I() a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art building.
For more information, call the gallery office at
924-4330.
Department of Foreign Languages
A "Circulo Hispanico" book sale will take place
front 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the elevator lobby.
"Panoramic History of Brazil." a talk from Mike
Conniff. will take place at 12:30 p.m. in room 411.
"Death of a Bureaucrat" will be shown from
3:30 p.m. to 5 p.m. in room 414. All events will be
in Sweeney Hall.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will take place at 12:10 p.m. in the
Cathol ic Campus Ministry chapel. For more
information. call Father Mike Carson at 938-1610.
Counseling Services
An emotion management group meeting will take
place from I p.m. to 2:20 p.m. in Counseling
Services of the Student Services Center. For more
information. call 924-5910.
Career Center
Meetings for job and internship opportunities for

Anna Molin is the Spartan Daily managing editor.
"How Swede It Is" appears every Monday.

1-BRUTALLY HONEST

BRIAN PEREZ

Typical col egc %indent

TODAY

such as HIV testing, treatment and prevention.
Also, with no safe alternatives available, more
women will turn to backstreet abortions that put their
health and lives at risk. Bush’s policy will cause more
childbirth-related maternal deaths as fewer women
will have access to contraception and experience
more unwanted pregnancies, which will lead to more
unsafe, back -alley abortions.
It’s sad to see the president exploit the "culture of
life" slogan to win support for his anti -abortion policies, when in fact more women and children are dying
and more life -threatening diseases are spreading as a
result of those policies.
Since its inception in 1984 and then in 2001, no
documents have been produced to show whether the
policy serves its intended purpose. And because the
gag rule prohibits agencies that receive U.S. aid from
collecting statistics on abortions, it seems near impossible to prove whether the rule works.
Bush should stop campaigning on a bogus "culture
of life" platform and cease to terrorize other countries
with anti -abortion policies that restrict both freedom
of speech and freedom of association.

all majors will take place from 1:30 p.m. to
2:45 p.m. and from 3:30 p.m. to 4:45 p.m. in the
Umunhum room of the Student Union. A Tower
Card or a Career Center membership card is
required. Attendees will get an early bird pass ii
2005 SJSU job fairs.
Zeta Phi Beta
A self-esteem and image workshop will take place
at 7 pp. in the Guadalupe room of the Student
Union. For more information. call Courtney at
439-2402.

TUESDAY
SJSU Art History Association
A meeting will take place from 11:45 a.m. to
12:15 p.m. in room 329 of the Art building. For
more information. call Rose Smith at
(831) 469-0332.
Hip Hop Congress
"Distortion 2 Static" will take place from noon
to 1 p.m. in the Student Union Amphitheater. For
more information. call Wes Kuruhara at 859-6479.
Department of Foreign Languages
"Les Choristcs" will he shown at 5 p.m, in room
211 of Sweeney Hall.

We’re all guilty at one time or another of being
3) Crystal Pepsi
lemmings.
Yeah. I know New Coke was a bigger deal, but
There’s no reason to be ashamed of being trendy, Clear Pepsi is one that’s seemed to slip under the radar
but there’s plenty to laugh about.
and for a good reason. Saying this 1993 soft drink
Fads provide nostalgic comic relief when their time was awful is being nice.
is up.
Recently. Pepsi has just released some IICW flavors,
On the other hand, we have fads that come with including the very yummy Diet Wild Cherry Pepsi.
good intentions, but are abused.
There has to he some contrast here. and Crystal Pepsi
Recently in the news, it was discovered that many could pros ide this easily.
Who could bring Crystal Pepsi hack: I know
Lance Armstrong "LiveStrong" bracelets were being
counterfeited. To top it off, these phony bands were there’s a warehouse somewhere in the toiled States
being sold for three times as much as the originals.
that is full of this sniff. This product was meant to he
Why did these hands need to be counterfeited’? The destroyed. hut Pepsi just neser got around to it.
reason is because there is such a demand for them.
So, with that in mind. Apple ciiultiuiulcs its successMany people don’t know the actual purful iTunes song giseiosa. exi.ept with
pose of the bracelets, other than to wear
every Crystal Pepsi, one has a one-iiut -ofthem as a fashion statement.
three chance id winning an iPod Instead
Seriousness aside, most fads are
of a song doss nload.
harmless. It’s really funny to see people
41 Water beds
pick up on fads months or years later.
Why these disappeared. I still don’t
Some recent fads brought back in the
know Too sleajy? Water leaks’ It v, as
last year or so:
probably a combination of many things.
Trucker hats
People who could bring these beds
Reebok Pump shoes
back: Jenna Jameson. Homey Spears.
LaCoste polos
51 Super Soaker%
KEN LOTICH
Lava lamps
The first time I brought one of these
Tony Dania (still not funny)
home, my mom was less than impressed.
Afros (Michael Vick, Napoleon Dynamite,
She said she had the biggest and best Super Soaker
out there -- the hose. She was right -- she’d kick my
Things I wish were fads: Oprah, terrorism, rising ass with it any day
housing costs, required classes and traffic -- in that
Who could bring Super Soakers back: Hanes.
order.
which already manufactures white T-shirts. With
Things we need to bring back:
spring break coming up there’s no better time to start
II L.A. Gear shoes with the lights
an aggressise marketing campaign.
How awesome were these? You walk and they light
6) Flip shades
up! The coolest was playing when it nearly got dark
Dwayne Wayne was the man. No, not the guy
these things would amaze people more than fire- feeding the hall to Shay. The guy from "A Different
works. The stupid shoes with the wheels on the bot- World" epitomized the appeal of these shades.
tom have nothing on these L.A. Gears.
Who could bring flip shades back: Bono. TNA
People who could bring these back in style: world champion Jeff Jarrett or cartoon character
LeBron James. Jay -Z or Pharrell.
Johnny Bravo.
2) Pow; (rhymes with ’hlogsi
7) Musk videos on MTV
Who knew round pieces ()I’ cardboard could generIt’s sad I base to resort to watching TRI. on my
ate so much cash?
TiVo to see music videos. I don’t want to shell ota any
Pogs got so big, you could go to any school and the more cash to get MTV 7 or whatever it’s called now.
kickball field would be empty. Unfortunately, these My cable hill is already high enough.
were quickly banned, as some school officials said
Who could bring music videos back: First. we
they advocated gambling.
need some musicians to play actual music.
People who could bring this game back: Bravo.
Imagine "(’elebrity Pog Showdown." It would get
Ken Lotich is the Spartan Daily executive editor.
better ratings than "Nashville Star."
"Brutally Honest" appears every Monday..
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Spartans cap season with losses
,
By Aimee Threet
/hilly Staff Writer
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and guard -forward Michael McFadden and for
head coach Phil Johnson, who will not he returning next season.
The Wolf Pack, whose record is 24-5 and 162 in the Western Athletic Conference, came out
sluggish after coming to San Jose from Hawaii
cattle, in the week, and it was evident in their
pia%
Ihiring the first few minutes of the game. the
Spartans. whose record fell to 6-22 and 3-15 in
the WAC. only trailed the Wolf Pack by three
points or lesser.
The game began leaning the Spartans’ way
\1, hen thcy. took the lead 11-9 with a layup by
I ai Men with 12 minutes left in the first half.
I he Spartans began pulling away w oh a jumper
hy guard -forward Alex Elam to make the score
15-13.
The Spartans took the lead for the rest of
the first half when Ham hit a 3 -pointer. The
Spartans added several more baskets to lead at
li,tlttiine with a score of 36-25.
Nevada forward Nick Faiekas wasn’t happy
is oh his team’s Mort.
ss as had.- said Fatekas. "Overall. it
ss :111.! a ID ’id
VS11I1 PAL k forw ard Mo Chart agreed ss it
.
Faiekas and said it was a flat effort on Nes
pan
..S.111 lose State came out fighting, though:.
Chat lo said
The Wolf Pack redoubled their efforts and
made se% eral foul shots and jumpers to cut the
Spartans’ lead to 42-4(1 at the 13th minute of
the second half. The Wolf Pack took the lead
away limn the Spartans with a layup by Charlo
and two tree throws hs Faiekae The Wolf pack
%could only lead by tisc or more points for the
rest ot the se. ond halt.
!respite se s eral shots by Chandler. the Wolf’
Par. k won the game h% tour points. 73-69
Nes ada c.tach Mark Fos was impressed ss ith
the Spartans’ oset,ill el tort in the game. Ile tell
that Nes ada gist ouldn’t match the Spartans.
-1 tell like \se wete a step behind during the
us salt!
said the Wolf Pack*s defense in the
1.o%
second halt ,is beim oserall.
said he SS ;is p011.1(1 111 the Spartans
ethrit against the Wolf Pack.
-It’s outstanding that we have it in us,’’
Ir.linson said.
Chandler telt that the Spanans should have
won the game. and that it ease the team some
momentum going Imo the WA(’ conference
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The San Jose State University
women’s basketball team will
he entering this week’s Western
Athletic Conference Tinirnament
in Reno as the sixth seed after defeating the University of Nevada
Saturday, 65-49.
The win allowed the Spartans
to finish tied for fourth place.

73,
69

Julia Weeks I Daily File Photo
Azusa Pacific University players lance Soderberg, No. 3, and Brice Prather, No. SO, attempt to
block a jump shot by Spartan forward Marquin Chandler.The Spartans lost the exhibition, their
first match of the season, 66-48.
Iii111111.1111e111

Fresno State University
In a mind -numbing blowout. the Spartan
men’s basketball team fell to the Fresnn State
Bulldogs on Thursday night at the Event
Center.
The Bulldogs made the first basket and controlled the half from that point. The Spartans

BULLDOGS

74

SPARTANS 55
Were se’ erely plagued with cold shooting
throughout the halt. With about four minutes
left in the lust halt. the Spartans brought themselves hack into the game ancl trimmed the
Bulldogs lead to 26-22 and tied the game with
a dunk by senior guard Kareem Guilheaux. The
Spartans kept up the pace and only trailed 3130 at the end ot half time,
In the second half . the Spartans fought the

TUESDAY

Baseball
Baseball
vs Cal State East Bay.
vs SCU. 6 p.m. at Municipal 2 p m at Blethen Field
Stadium
Softball
vs Connecticut, 2 p m at
SJSU Field

WEDNESDAY

Bulldogs’ ci helms pi point, sic minutes
into the se..,,nd halt, bringing the score to
43-35,
The Bulldogs look complete possession of
the lead with six minutes left in the game. with
the score at 69-49. The final score was 74-5i
Fresno State coach Ray Lopes felt the
Bulldogs played 40 minutes of prod basketball.
-I’m proud of this group. We’s e hit the
wall but didn’t gi% e up: Lopes said.
Bulldog forward Dreike Bouldin also felt
the team played cc Oh a lot ot good effort.
’We played great defense.- Bouldin said.
Coach Johnson felt the Bulldogs played a
good ’,!:1111e, but really hurt the Spartans by
hitting 65 percent of their shots in the second
hall.
"How do you come hack from 65 percent"Johnson asked
The Spatial), ’sill lace the t ’111SerSIIS
of Hassan in the list play -in game of the
Western Athletic Conlerence tournament at
6 p.m. Tuesday at the University in Ne% ada,
which is Ii, ’sting the tournament.

9
Women’s golf
Spartan Invitational in
Salinas
Women’s basetball
vs Tulsa, 6 p m in Reno

with an overall record of 11- II
and a WA(’ record ot 10-X.
Spartan guard Jessica Kellogg
led the Spartans. continuing her
scoring streak with It points and
going 4 -of-10 from the 3 -point
range. Three other Spartans also
sparked the scoring as Lamislia
Augustine had a double -double
with 15 points and 13 rebounds.
Erica McGlaston finished with
13 rebounds and eight assists and
Amber Jackson rounded it out
with another double -double with
10 points and 1(1 rebounds.
The win comes after a difficult 73-64 loss Thursday night
to Fresno State. Scoring only 12
points during the second hall.
SJSU struggled as the first half
lead quickly slipped through
their ringers.
Kellogg led the Spartans with
16 points. while Amber Jackson
was 7-0f-10 from the held with
14 points. McGlaston added 12
more points and nine assists.
The Spartans ssill face the
University of Tulsa Wednesday
night. in the first round of the
WA(’ tournament.
Baseball
The Spartans’ record dropped
to 4-7-1 after losing to the Santa
Clara University Broncos 9-7
Sunday and 9-4 Saturday.
SCU scored three runs in the
top of the 11th inning to put the
Broncos user the Spartans on
Sunday.
The game was tied 6-6 leading into the Ilth, and after the
Broncos frame the Spartans
would manage a run when third
baseman Nick Findendio drove in
first baseman Brandon Fromm.
The game began with the
team trading blows until the sixth
inning. when the s,.iire w as tied

10

11
Baseball
vs IONA College, 7 p.m. at
Municipal Stadium

4-4.
The Broncos posted two runs in
the eighth to take the lead, 6-4.
SJSU would rally in the ninth to
take the game into extra innings,
where they esentually fell.
Saturday. Braude!) Dewing was
dealt the loss. gis mg up four runs.
The Broncos drew first blood
with a two-run single in the third
inning. The next inning they added
another four runs, to make the
score
Shortstop Anthony Contreras
doubled in the fifth inning to bring
in second baseman Day id Piersen
to put the Spartans on the board.
In the eighth, third baseman
Nick Epidendio doubled with
the bases loaded to dose in three
Spartans.
Women’s water polo
The Spartans beat the V Irs itie
Anteaters 10-4 on Sunday.
The Anteater, took an early 2_
0 lead, but the Spartans responded
with fly,: goals ’Iwo more (’CI
players scored betore the Spartans
shut them dOSS11. 51St
five
more goals to finish the ,:atne.
Spartans Mary Beth Cox and
Jamie Schnetilei each clocked in
with three goals. ( ioahe Kendra
Adama had sis saws
Saturday. the Spartans lost to
Long Beach State
scored
Spartan Laura
two of SJSt s goals and Spartan
Sharon Hy me scored tine point, all
in the first halt.
After this weekend. SJSt"
record is now, 6-9 and 1-3 in
the Mountain Pacific Sports
Federation
Softball
Spartan pitcher Carol Forbes
picked up two ss ins this weekend
in the doubleheader against Cal
State Sacramento on Saturday..
SJSU, who is now 15-h. won
4-3 in game two and I -0 in game
one.
In game one. the only run in the
game v..ould come from Spartan
right fielder Jana \ rde who drove
111 Spartan first baseman Lindsey
Allen on a triple In the sixth inning.
In game two. Spartans shortstop
Carlo: II ill. lenhelder Elisa Barrios
and first haseman Lindsey Allen
all droce in a runs. In the ninth
Spartan Danielle Lakins scored on
wild pitch

SUNDAY

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

THURSDAY
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Women’s basketball team
enters tourney as No. 6 seed
Daily Staff Report

In a bittersweet end to the regular season, the
I noersity of Nevada Wolf Pack defeated the
Spartans 73-69 Saturday at the Event Center.
It ss .is the last game tar senior forward
Marquiti Chandler. guard Kareem Guilbeaux

-

12
Baseball doubleheader
vs IONA College. 1 p m
at Blethen Field

13
Baseball
vs IONA College. I p m
at Municipal Stadium

vs Brown 6 30 p m at
Municipal Stadium

Men’s basketball
vs Hawaii. 6 pm in Reno

Marbury leads Knicks in victory against Warriors
Stephon
NEW YORK (AP)
Marbury had 26 points and a season.high 16 assists, and the New
York Knicks used a 21-1 run in the
fourth quarter In defeat the Golden
State Warriors 115-99 on Sunday
night.
Winning at home for the sixth
straight tmw m the opener of a
fourgame homestand. the Knicks
had one of their hest defenso e
stretches of the season in turning a
tight game into a it nit.
Tint Thomas ...tired 25 pronts,
Michael Sweetney opened 9- for -9
and finished with 19 points, and
Maurice Taylor shot 7 -for -X and
scored 15. The Knicks shot a seasum- high 61.X percent.
Jason Richardson scored 24
points and Troy Murphy added
23 for the Warriors, who had their
tN11- paw winning streak snapped
The game marked their linirth stop
on an eight -game. 12-das load
trip. and fatieue seemed to sap the
Wilmot.’ env, gy di Ok 11 Ike *nor hi

Marhury gave the Knicks the
lead for good by concerting a
three-point play following an offensive rebound to make it 45-93
with 6:53 left.
’Taylor added a three-point pliy.
oft another offensi% e rebound, this
time when Tim Thomas missed a
tree throw that would have gicen
him a three-point play, for a MO 93 lead.
After Ando, Bwdrins dunked
for a 93-92 lead sc oh 724 remaining, Golden State did not make
another field goal until Zarko
Cabarkapa’s 3 -pointer with 1: IS
remaining. By then. the Knicks
had expanded then lead to 113-94.
Marisa.) had assists on the
Knicks’ first six held goals, and
New York quickly went ahead by
13 when Sweeine hit a lout, to
make it 30-17 Nes. York finished
the quarter shooting 71 percent
with Marhury ac15 -for-21
counting fIr yr foe of the six missed
shots

Sweetney and Marton%
on the bench to begin the so.oud
quarter. :nut Golden Site opened
with a 10-2 run to take a 37-14
lead.
The Knicks reco% erect and
closed the quartet ss ith .1 6 n run,
including a disputed last -second
three-point play by Jermatne
Jackson, to take a MI -50 halftone
lead.
Jackson’s shot was initially
wised off for haying left his hand
tort late, hut the officials ruled he
was hailed before the hu//ei and
awarded him the basket under the
Alach
continuation rule Wr
Mike Montgomery laughed mm
disgust at the ruling
Sweetney’s streak in come, ti
muse shots ended when he missed
the Knic As lost shot of the third
quartet. hut New Yu irk tttaiiigcd
h./
lOr most of the periinto the
od and took 1111 53-77
fourth quarter behind !Oahu! s’s
15 points and 15 assists

2005 SPARTAN FOOTBALL SPRING PRACTICE
No Pads
1:30 pm
11 - Mar
4114
No Pads
10:00 am
12- Mar
Pads
3:00 pm
13 - Mar
Pads
6:00 am
15- Mar
Pads
1:30 pm
18 - Mar
Pads
am
10:00
Mar
19
SJSU Coaches Clinic Following
All Practices
Pads
3:00 pm
20 - Mar
Are OPEN!
Pads
6:00 am
22 - Mar
Pads
6:00 am
24 - Mar
Students
& Faculty
No Pads
6:00 am
5 - Apr
Please Join Us!
Pads
1:30 pm
8 - Apr
Pads
10:00 am
9 - Apr
Please call 24 hours
Pads
12 - Apr
6:00 am
ahead to verity
Pads
15- Apr
practice times.
1:30 pm
(408) 924-1266
16- Apr
2:00 pm SPRING GAME
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RECEPTION - 3,000 attend event
continued from page 1
Volunteers rushed students
through the check in lines in an
attempt to adhere to the day’s
time schedule.
The
Admitted
Student
Reception was first held in April
2004. said Fitima Jackson, interim director of visitor relations
and admission counseling, a department in the enrollment and
academic services unit at SJSU.
Jackson said she is responsible
for recruiting students and coordinating the Admitted Student
Reception
the university’s
spring yield activity.
The reception was also held in
February at the Westin Hotel in
Long Beach where 50 students
and 63 parents attended. Jackson
said.
More than 1.400 students registered for Saturday’s reception
and more than twice that amount
dropped in. Jackson said.
In total, .3.(100 students attended Saturday’s event, compared to
the 2,000 that attended the first
reception in April. Jackson said.
SJSU alumni clad in SJSU
sweatshirts and hats wore nametags that listed their degrees
and graduation dates, so students
and parents could approach them
with questions.
"Since this is a crucial time in
the lives of the students and their
parents, our plan is to involve
the entire campus community
to host a Northern and Southern
California Admitted Student
Reception designed to encourage students to enroll at SJSU."
Jackson said.
After the opening speeches.
students went to a panel, campus

tour and an academic preview.
The panel was comprised of
two parts: "Next Steps for Frosh"
and "Next steps for Transfers."
The panels, held in Morris
Dailey Auditorium and the
Science building. provided information for both types of students. including representatives
discussing SJSU’s academic
services. University Housing
Services, humanities honors program and financial aid.
"The panels let students know
what’s going on on campus."
Jackson said.
According to the written program. the campus tour informed
students and parents of the different colleges and their history.
Within the tour, students and
parents went to housing services,
where they could fill out housing applications and visit models of rooms in the new Campus
Village.
The academic preview visited all eight colleges Applied
Sciences and Arts, Business,
Engineering, Humanities and the
Arts, Science, Social Sciences,
Social Work and Education
and included a demo of the
wireless project and a demo of
business simulation.
Once the panels, tours and
previews ended, guests attended
lunch at the Student Union and
the On Fourth cafe.
Students benefit from the reception ny visiting the university,
academic colleges and departments. Jackson said.
"The es ent is to present SJSU
in the most positive light by sharing with students their next steps
and answering those ’last minute’
questions." Jackson said.

MONTH - Women’s issues addressed
continued from page 1

Jen tti

Seiyal / Daily Staff

Jill Hertzer, a senior majoring in English, stands on a bench with a sign
advertising her major to incoming students. Hertzer said the English
department is usually able to recruit four or Rve students during the Admitted
Student Reception.

COMPLAINT- Department brings in outside adviser to assess complaint
continued from page 1
"There are just not enough people
with the qualifications." said Robert
Cooper. associate dean of undergraduate studies. "Our difficulty in
hiring professors are not unique to
San Jose State. The supply of such
faculty members is dramatically
limited nationwide."
The complaint was supposed to
go through a process involving ail.
investigation and an ombudsman
to mediate issues for both parties.
University Ombudsman Say under
Parker declined to comment on the
situation.
The complaint has, however. become part of an independent review
going on w ’thin the department.
"We brought in a consultant from
the most highly regarded aviation
program in the country to review
what we are doing here, what we
might do better and to decide what
kind of program we should have in
the future." Cooper said.
Cooper said the formal complaint
lodged by the student coalition was
a factor in the department’s decision
to bring in a consultant.
The status of the as anon department is crucial to the university Sys tern and to the communily. in gen-

end. aviation professor Seth Bates
said. Many of the aviation graduates
become viable members of the local
as lation community. Recognizing

will continue as a program has
still not been made."
Despite the level of support
from the community and faculty

"I’m concerned about the level of
support and interest expressed by
the university as a whole."
Seth Bates,
aviation professor
the program’s significance, the aviation department has supporters inside and outside MM..
"There’s been a lot of support
from the community local and statewide for the aviation program,"
Bales said. "The faculty members
are committed and interested in
continuing a strong and improving
program, hut there are a lot of uncertainties."
"I’m concerned about the level
of support and interest expressed
by the university as a whole." Bates
said. "’The de, Is ion if the as iatii

Is your "Check Engine" light on?
See Norm!

members, the department remains
in a state of ambiguity revolving
around its fate. The loss of this
once -renowned program would
he des astating iii college students
seeking a degree III as Union in the
Western states.
"The as ’,Mon program is the
only one of its we on the West
Coast." Riles .aid. "The nearest
one is in Arizona. It prov ides a
signiticion supply ot pri ac,,ionals in tlw av illS,oininuinty and
the loss of that is harmful I think
to the kommunity
student
As tat ion
Kenneth
Piene Is invoked with the codlitu in that originally filed the
complaint Pierce is a lot happier
about the ,urieni ,,,ndition of the

Student Specials:

*$19.95 oil change (most vehicles)
* 1o./0 student discount on labor rates
Complete Service & Repair

Get Custom Printe Appare
Embroidery Promotional Items
1.10 ea. la 25,, ’
iie"r

5’\.:

1.16 ro. la 100

hit huhns.;
* Brakes
* Clutch
* Transmission
* Fuel Injection

* Timing Belt
* Tune up
* Computer
Diagnostics
* and more

department than he was a few
months ago. The aviation student
said a large committee comprised
of concerned community members and high-level as ninon professionals, including the general
manager of American Airlines,
met with students and faculty to
discuss pertinent issues regarding
the department.
Pierce said the committee
provided a lot of good feedback
to Backer. Bringing in an independent adviser. Pierce said, "is
a huge step in the right direction."
Pierce said the Western
Association of Schools and
Colleges met with students at
the end of last semester to review whether their regulations
had been compromised. The association has not notified the
student coalition of whether the
department was in violation of
its rules. Interim President Don
Kassing was also looking at the
complaint. hut Pierce said the
university president has not responded yet.
Kassing said the complaint
was in the hands of the provost.
who was in the process of reviewing it. Kassing was unable
to project a timeframe for when
the administration would commence the review process and
offer a response to the coalition’s
complaint.

13artekid!
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616-770
CENTURY
GRAPHICS
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where men often leave their
wives behind to bring up children or run the family. In spite
of different cultures, she said, the
basic issues are common to all
women’s self-image and their
roles in their families.
"The nutrition event will help
everyone to understand the negative effects of drug and alcohol
abuse," said Kimberley Haley. a
sorority member and a senior in
behavioral science and sociology.
Various facets of self-image
include beating the butterflies
out of your stomach, feeling
good about yourself, bonding
with others to build a sense of
community and coping with
problems in a balanced way. It
could even be sitting up straight
instead of slouching or dressing
up for work, said some sorority
members.
For Jessica Viera, a senior majoring in advertising, self-image
means getting rid of stage fright.
"Self-image developed my
leadership style,- said Cherish
Watson. a member and a senior
majoring in advertising. "I can
bond better with people. I am
more satisfied because I am not
just going to school but doing very
productive things." she said.
"You can realize your selfimage by bonding,- Haley said.
Making friends is crucial, as it
creates a sense of belonging.
Haley’s
friend.
Chantera
Gunn. is a freshman in journalism. An aspiring storm -chaser
who is minoring in meteorology.
Gunn said she IS :IS intrigued
by Haley as she is in changing
weather patterns.
"When I came to San Jose from
New York. it was difficult to feel
that I belonged here. But SJSU
became more enjoyable after I
met Haley." said Gunn. pointing
to Haley’s sorority experience as
the differentiating factor.
Courtney. Crocker, a senior
majoring in health science, said
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continued from page 1
a mediation center, so that didn’t
have to happen" she said, referring to the 2003 death of a student
who died in a brass I between two
fraternities. Medina believes the
student’s untimely death was the
impetus behind the program’s
creation.
The role of the volunteering
mediator will he to facilitate dialogue between the conflicting parties, define the terms of the agreement and write down the terms of
the agreement.
"You’re like the stenographer.
taking down everything they ’re
saying.- said Joyful Mathieson, a
junior in the communication department who hopes to apply the
training to all aspects of her life.
More often than not, disputes
tire heated and emotional, which
forces the mediator to take the
additional role of referee, making
sure cool heads prevail.
"There aren’t difficult or easy
mediations - there are just different ones," said Brohne Lawhorne.
the director of dispute resolution
programs and ombudsman for the
Santa Clara County Department of
Family and Children’s Services.
Speaking at the seminar, he emphasized acting as a neutral communication facilitator, getting a
basic overview of the facts beforehand. looking at the underlying issues that may affect the mediation
process. and synchronize the deb ninon% of the agreement.
For example, a teenager’s deli-
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the need for self-defense, which
is the topic for Wednesday’s
workshop, is a big one.
"Women need to learn self-defense because it is so useful everywhere from the campus to
the downtown." Crocker said.
Crocker pointed out that the
sorority is constitutionally affiliated with the Phi Beta Sigma
Fraternity which encourages the
fraternity members to participate in women -oriented events.
thus ensuring there is some male
participation. She said that compared to IS women, about eight
men attended one of their workshops on stress and alcohol.
Mark
member
Fraternity
Utsey, who graduated in 2000,
said he plans to attend the date
rape workshop. Utsey, who has a
masters in counseling education,
works as a juvenile probation
officer in the County of Santa
Clara.
"Date rape is not a new topic.
yet many freshmen, transfer students or people who have never
attended such discussions before,
might want to get some information."
"A good self-image improves
networking and handling situations." said Rhonda Jacobs, sorority president of the San Jose
graduate chapter and a teacher at
Montgomery Elementary school,
Walker said that although personality is formed in childhood.
the sorority events are messages
for young people vs ho can still
develop their spirits.
"The events renmid us of the
power of the human spirit and the
belief in oneself. It shim.. that we
need to treat esery one as human
beings. which often, as a society.
we forget." she said.
Wednesday’s event takes place
at 7 p.m. in the Costanoan room
of the Student t ’iiiu iii,
Night
Tuesday ’s Karaoke
starts at rt p.m. in Washburn Hall,
The Bowling Night begins at
p.m. in the howling center of the
Student Union.

MEDIATION - Opened in November
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of music that’s too loud
may not he the same as the
definition of his middle-aged.
gets-up-at-IR e -for- work neighbor. Both parties need to define
acceptable volume levels that’ll
allow the teenager to listen to
his or her music and the neighbor to get some much -needed
sleep, Lawhorne said.
"The most difficult part is
making sure you’re both on
the same page." said Angela
Harper, coordinator of Greek
Life. "I hope to add to my skills
and help students better "
Financial and emotional restitution are a key component in
many disputes. w hit h lawhorne
has experience in from years of
working in the legal system. He
told a story in which a young
woman killed mother young
woman and the defendant’s
mom wanted to send flowers
and a card on the anniversary
of the woman’s death III the victim’s family. The victim’s fain fly agreed. hut issues of safety
were negotiated so that the
defendant’s mom sent the gift
to Lawhorne, and then he sent
them to the v ictun’s family.
"It’s OK to say ’I think you
need someone with more experience.’ " said Lawhorne, who
warned volunteers not to get in
over their heads, lie said there
is a big difference between a
contract and an agreement.
While both are written, a contract is legally binding.
"We’re not writing the contracts, because we’re not attorneys. It connotes something
set in slime. and agreements are
fluid," he said.
The program received funding on Nov. I. 2004, and whatever the dispute may he. the
Mediation Center is ,iinlident
in its ability h I create .111 otxm.
cooperative environment on
and off campus
"In the end. all I’m really
doing is facilitating dialogue."
.awhorne said
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MONDAY’
7:06 p.m. VANDALISM
Location: Spartan Complex
Summary: A report taken for
vandalism at Spartan Complex.
TUESDAY

a

7:33
a.m.
PRESIDENTIAL
DIRECTIVE ON CAMPUS
Location: Corporation Yard
Summary: A bicycle was impounded for being unsecured.
9:34 a.m. TRAFFIC
Location: 10th Street garage
Summary: Wade, Christopher
DOB 11/15/79 was cited for alleged
misuse of a disabled placard.
9:4) a.m. LOST PROPERTY
Location: Other
Summary: A report was taken
for a lost student ID card.

a

NEWS

MONDAY

10:24
a.m.
FOUND/LOST
PROPERTY/RESTRAINING
ORDER/ETC.
Location: Seventh and San
Salvador streets
Summary: A report was taken
for a threat was made to another.
11:17 a.m. THEFT
Location: Administration building parking lot
Summary: A report was taken
for a stolen bicycle.

Summary: A report was taken
for a lost wallet and bus pass.

influence. Vehicle 2EMF489 was
towed by Rebello’s Tow.

for the then of items from the King

2:03 p.m. THEFT
Location: Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Joint Library
Summary: A report was taken
for the theft of a tape.

2:17 a.m. DRIVING UNDER

10:02 a.m. THEFT
Location: Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Joint Library
Summary: A report was taken
for the theft of items from the King
Library.

King Jr. Joint Library
Summary: A report was taken
for an item stolen from the King
Library.

5:06 p.m. LOST PROPERTY
Location: Seventh and San
Salvador streets
Summary: A report was taken
for lost property on campus.

1:55 p.m. THEFT
Location: Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Joint Library
Summary.: A report was taken
for the theft of a bicycle from the
King Library

12:48 p.m. LOST PROPERTY
Location: Other

TIlE INFLUENCE

Sun
Location:
Eighth
and
Salvador streets
Summary: Rawson, Brendan
DOB 04/29/69 was arrested for
allegedly driving while under the
influence.

2:57 p.m. OUTSTANDING
MISDEMEANOR WARRANT
Location: Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Joint Library
Summary:
Frcitas.
David
D013 04/01/50 was arrested on
suspicion an outstanding warrant.

\

CRIME \
BLOTTER

WEDNESDAY

11:01 p.m. ACCIDENT NO
INJURY
Location:
Paw() de Cesar
(’have,
Summary: A report was taken
for a niminjury vehicle collision.

1:39 a.m. DRIVING UNDER
THE INFLUENCE
Location: I I th street and 1-28(1
Summary
%%mine/. Antonio
u as arrested for
IX )13 I Irt
allegedly di is ing is bile under the

9:49 p.m. VIOLATION
CSU RULES
Location: Spartan Complex
Summary:
Jason
Melina,
DOB 04/02/72 was cited and
released for allegedly s iolating
CSU rules.

9:57 a.m. VANDALISM
Location: Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Joint Library
Summary: A report was taken
for vandalism done to the King
Library.

2:09
a.m.
DRUNK
DRIVING
Location:
Ilth and
San
Fernando streets
Summary : Rojas. Erika DOB
02/01/75 was arrested for allegedly dm mg while under the influence. Vehicle SKEYR7S %%as
towed hy D&M Towing.

10 a.m. THEFT
Location: Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Joint Library
Summary: A report was taken
for the theft of items from the King
Library.

12:17 p.m. VIOLATION OF
CSU RULES
Location: Royce Hall
Summary: A report was taken
for alleged possession of dangerous fireworks in student housing.

10:01 a.m.
Location:
King Jr. Joint
Summary:

8:21 p.m. LOST PROPERTY
Location: Engineering building
Summary: A report was taken
for a lost backpack.

THEFT
Dr. Martin Luther
Library
A report was taken

RDA1

2

Location Es ent Center
Suniniary A report v.as taken

SPRING STUDENT WORK!
$1450 to START
Certified Training Provided
Suits All Majors
Great Resume Exp
Flex Around Schedule
IMMEDIATE Openings
Call’ 408-436-9336
FunStudentWork corn

GENERALENT
E-MPoltli
STUDENT UNION INC. JOBS!
Positions are available in the
following areas
BOWLING CENTER -Desk
Person (Student Assistant or
Work Study) Tues 8 30am to
12 30pm 8 Thurs 8 30am to
1 40pm
-EVENT SERVICES -Building
Supervisor 1 position (Student
Assistant or Work Study)
6-10 hrs/wk or 8-15 hrs/
wk (See shift schedule qi/
www union sjsu edu)
-INFORMATION SERVICES
CENTER -(Work Study Only).
Information Assistant Mon
1.3pm. Tues 10-1pm 8 Thurs
10-1pm
Applications are available in
the Student Union Admin Office
3rd floor, across from the A S
Computer Services Center or
online cTir wyns union spu edu
PHARMACY CLERK PT-Early
eves 4 7 a Sets r Do from SJSU
Bob40294-9131
Span/Eng a
FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO
BAR/HOST-PT positions avail
in busy family style restaurant
in S vale All shifts avail Flex
lirs $10 50/hr to start Call
408 733 9331 Ask for Wendy
INSIDE CLASSIFIED SALES
Silicon Valley Community
Newspapers located oft the
Alameda near downtown San
Jose is the publisher of eight
well established 8 award win
fling weeklies We have an
immediate opening for a FT
inside sales rep-classified ads
Interested candidates should
have 1-2 years direct sales
experience Possess a positive
attitude 8 be self motivated We
offer a fun, noncorporate work
environment %via competitive
benefit package Email res to
Ichtzgerald4sycn corn or fax
408-200-1010 an Kate

Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
information
additional
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete information before sending money
for goods m services In addshon readers should carefulty
investigate all firms offering
employment listings a cou.
eons for discount vacations
or merchandise
03/07/05

OFFICE/WAREHOUSE ASST.
Small office, good phone skills
Reservations Light Computer
Flex Hrs 408-292-7876

EMPLOYMENT
EDUCATION/RECREATION
CHILDCARE
SPANISH TEACHER-Small
Private School in Santa Clara
12 30-3 00 Mon Fri All levels
K12 $20/hr (3 hrsiday) Fax
resume to 408 247-0996

FILE CLERK
810 00/hour
2 Positions Available
M -F 9-1 pm
M-F 1-5 pm
Contact 408-293-3336
WELCOME SACK SPARTANS!
Local valet company needs
enthusiastic 8 energetic individuals to work at nearby malls
private events & country clubs
FT/PT available We will work
around your busy school
schedule Must have clean
DMV Lots of fun 8 earn good
money Call 408-867-7275
ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS
EARN INCOME II GAIN EXPERIENCE
-PART-TIME OPENINGS
-HIGH-STARTING PAY
-FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
-Customer sales/service
-All majors may apply
Intemships possible
’Scholarships aWarded annually
’Some conditions apply
-No experience necessary
.Training provided
CALL 615-1500 9am -5pm
WWW workforstudents com/sjsu
DELIVERY DRIVERS
Party Rental Business
Perfect for Students’
Earn $350 Every Weekend’
Must have reliable truck or
van Heavy lifting is required
408-292-7876

RECREATION JOBS AT THE
LOS GATOS-SARATOGA
REC DEPT. Positions Open
Now For Leaders Afterschool
Elem Sch Age Child Care
Recreation/Enrichment
Programs P/T. M-F 2-6 15pm
Pay Range 5783.511 32/hour
starting depending on cap No
ECE units req Call Kathy
408-354-8700%245
PT TEACHER POSITON
12 ECE Units Needed Exp a.
children preferred 265.3588 or
email viunker4scvymca org

BABYSITTER WANTED: PT
mornings, flexible days/hours
tor three children. 5 8 under
Must be reliable, have own
car A references Willow Glen
area 408-293-0529

SHARP HOUSING
NEED ROOMMATE. Apt is 2
blocks from campus $500/mo
email m olmoAicomcast net

RENTAL HOUSING

DAYCARE
As TsEreAsCpN)nEsoie
RS: Kind,
-8th
schoolDAYC
DOWNTOWN! Across St from
victuals for extended daycare.
MLK Library/SJSU 2MBR/2BA
P/T in the afternoon No ECE
1622 sqf $1950 408-295-0999
experiunits required Previous
ence with children preferred
Call 244-1968 X16
TIRED OF SHARING
ACTION DAY NURSERW
A BATHROOM??
PRIMARY PLUS seeking
Come see our huge
Infant Toddler 8 Preschool
FACILITATE YOUTH PROGRAMS
2
bedroom 2 full bath
Teachers 8 Aides Substitute
Activities Lessons Learning for girl
over 1000 sq foot apartment
positions, some with flexible
participants Work with other comWalking
distance to SJSU
schedules, are also availmunity orgs Set-up & deliver proNewly remodeled
able ECE units are required
grams at assigned locations 5-10
Laundry
facilities
for leacher positions but
hrs/wk $10 00/hr HS diploma
Parking
not req for Aide positions
or Ellin, w/some experience
Secunty Gate
Excellent opportunity for Child Understand girl/gender issues
Easy Access to Bay
Development majors Call
First Aid/CPR Ced (have
Area freeways
Cathy for an interview (4 244or can obtain) Basic math
Substantially
larger than
1968X16 or fax res to 248-7433 Minimum 21 yrs old to operate
others’ $1195 00/mo
company vehicles Bilingual is
408-947-0803
a plus Avail Immediately Send
SWIM TEACHERSYear
cover letter 8 res to HR Girl
round program, indoor pool
Scouts of Santa Clara Co.
MOVE IN SPECIAL!
Experience with children a
1310S Bascom Ave (San Jose
Greentree Apts at
must Teaching experience not CA 95128 Fax soa 287-8025
Tully & Mclaughin
Email hriwgirlscoutsofscc org
required AM/PM/WE shills
Rents start from $865
available Email resume to
No phone calls please AA/E0E
Newer Large Units
sdavis,i’avac us
Park like grounds Patio
$8.00/HOUR
Gated Parking WM)
Register FREE
CAMP COUNSELORS needed
Close to Library. Shopping
for lobs near
for weekend residential campHY101/280
Campus or Home
ing program for children 8
995 Tully Rd 294-6200
student -sitters corn
adults with disabilities If you
are interested in a challenging
LIVE 1 BLOCK FROM SJSU
LOOKING FOR LOVING NANNY. Lqe 2111 5Ba in 9th 51095/mo
8 rewarding experience. call
20 Hrs,week (includes week- Newiy rem(xleled 408 309 9554
Tamisha4408-243-7861
ends) Must have experience 8
references 408-292- 7236
TUTORS NEEDED NOW
Strong writing skills Grade 1
thru H S M-F 3-9pm (Flex
Mrs) 51200/mo 408 255-5247

Spartan Daily Classified Local Rates

BArrEiRY/
INTIMATE

1)r !Martin Luther
King it Joint Library
Summary A report v.as taken
fiir an ins ’dent at the King Library
St N DAV

2.15 :Lin ANY DRUNKENNESS V1OLAFION
Location. Delta Gamina sorority
Sunumn
Estrella.
Selena
ni 12 ill Si) is as arrested for alleged’ being drunk in puhlic.

Sumniar . \’itsquei. J.ich n IX tEl

408-924-3277
408-924-3282
Email: classified@casa.sjsu.edu
Online: www.thespartandaily.com
PHN:
FAX:

2I(MltiA-5 MIN WALK TO SJSU.
Roomy, clean. well maintained.
Water garbage tree cable 8
wood No Se* Or pets $900:
my 408-2680439

CLUB/GREEK/ORG

$600 GROUP FUNDRAISER
SCHEDULING BONUS
4 h0UrS f your grof.c
time PLUS our free ;es
$50004. Female age 21 29 ?
free) fundraising solutions
Northwest Egg Donation is
EQUALS $1000-52000 in
seeking egg donors of all Oh- earnings for your group Cad
nicitiess Donors must be non- TODAY bra MOO bonus
smokers in good health & hold when you schedule your
a high level of rospoosihrlity If nun -sales fundraiser with
you would ike t..
$5000. visit CampusFundraiser Contact
ewe northwestegodonation corn CampusFundraiser
18881
or call 12081 895-8667 lot into
923-3238 or vise
www campusfundraiser corn
EGG DONORS 55700+
Seeking all ethnrcities
Responsible healthy applicants
needed Contact 408.528-9208
or info,’4,acted corn
PREGNANT/ NEED HELP?
. .444
BIRTHRIGHT .

Name:
Address

.

rw IPety.:(/ In. 0.5 addolionel day

ZIP
City 6 Bete
Phone
Send Check or money order to (Sorry, no credit cards) to.
*WW1 Deny Claselfleds, San Jose State Unreel/ate
San Jose, Calltornla 65152-0145
Additional went@ may be set In
per
et
ad drams
bold type at
C IdSSIN’t1 desk us iv ated 1,1 Dwight Bentel Hall, Firn 209
all pet word
Deadline, I() 00 a in two weekdays before publication
All ills ere prepaid No refunds on cancelled cheeks
I SJSU STUDENT RAW 2511b O. ma reft appals
I to=rty ads only, nedbasual Resew sus
Rates for ( onserutive publication dates only.
Ads neat be pffisonimrq=111
or
Questions? CALL 4011.524.3277
nem Wern te 3pm. STUMM 10

I 1 -day
2-days
I 3-days
4-days
5-days

$5
$7
$9
$11
$13

ter. issues 10% off
1n
off
10. mOrseimiivP IVA,
issue, 15., vi?
,
ruv rats

PROFESSIONAL EDITING
For your paper or dissertation
Experienced Efficient Exact
r
APA 8 Chicago
specialty
52-1108 or
i.I COM Of Visit
WWW gracenoteseditin9 corn

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

gartu.
FUTON 4 SALE
Includes itiattre,s Great condi
lion Pickup near campus $50
872-3329
1;11
SOUNDS UNIQUE: Before
ereu purchase any new or
Electronics check
used
with us lot great deals on
name brand gear We carry
over 100 brands of quality
products including tube 8 solid
state. loudspeakers DJ sound
8. classic used equipment
Sounds Unique buys sells
trades consigns 8 services
most quality equipment Trade
in your old electronics for new
We rebuild your old loudspeakers for new sound Special
pricing for SJSU students 8
faculty Check our website
www soundsunigue mom or call
408-287-3002

Ncltluii,f frid Ayency rates call

Co. mmii

SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN
includes tpstnetir . $69 Ptfyear
Save 30., 80.r. For info call
1-800-655-3225 or
vwvw studentdental corn or
www ooldenwestrlental corn
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funk food. Clare), said.
-55 C (Loa ate ii mm ik i tug al additional hills that is II deal is ith snack
food ai high schisils ... we’re
liftking toi healthy sitaiks

hIm III 52 .1s arrested tor allegedly
dil . mg nudem the influence.
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of junk food in the schools.ScIrmar/enegger said.
Chief of Stan Pat Clarey said
that despite Schwarzenegger’s
omment. all junk food might
not he banned.
%xouldn’t so sic’ re going to

2 -IS a to 1)121VIN(i I NI)ER
II II: INE1.1 LN(T.
Location
I hard
and
San
Antonio streets

Clearly Print Your Ad Here iv 3 -Line Minimum

I

junk food in California schools and
legislation was being introduced to
accomplish the goal.
Vending machines in schools
should he filled with fresh
fruits.
Negetables and
milk.
Sclmarirenegger said during a
gut:quit’ -:1111d-allsV. a session with
fans on the final day of his Arnold
Classic bodybuilding weekend.
Schwarienegger*s comments
on junk food came in response to
a questioner who asked what could
he dime to clinihat youth obesity.
-First of all. we in California
this year are iniriklucing legislation that miuld ban all the sale

tor mcdu. al aid on campus

CLASSIFIEDS
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor
is there any guarantee implied
The classified columns of the
Spartan Daily consist of paid
advertising and offerings are
not approved or verified by the
newspaper

COLUMBUS. Ohio 1APi
Gm. Arnold SLImarzenegger said
Sunda) he Wants to hail all sales of

p in ANY MEDICAL

4:15 p.m. SEXUAL
’NWNNTED

PA( iL 5

Governor
seeks junk
food ban
at schools

12’45 p.m. THEFT
Location: Dr. Martin Luther

’11)1 (11
h.. anon

FRIDAY

8:23
p.m.
RESIST1M;
ARREST
Location: Sixth and William
streets
Summary:
Rogers,
Ryan
DOB 03/05/83 was arrested for allegedly resisting arrest.

S All

Library.

F

4:14 p.m. THEFT
Location: Duncan Hall
Summary: Report taken for
stolen bicycle at Duncan Hall.

THURSDAY
11:29 a.m. TRAFFIC
Location: Fourth Street garage
Summary: A report was taken
for misuse of a handicap placard.
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Cinequest 15 opens
with laughter, confusion

Kingsley receives Maverick Award
By John Myers
Daily Copy Editor

Though he once fainted while watching a
performance of "Richard lir by the Royal

HI VII
Shakespeare Company.. actor Ben Kingsley now
has him A. ademy Award nominations under his
belt, including one win for his role in "Gandhi."
"I tainted." said Kingsley. who was given one of
Cinequest’s Maserick Spirit Awards on Saturday.
"It w as it er) hot and the heat was trapped under the
balcony. I was revived by an usher and came back
in and its :ached the rest of the show."
Ian lohn’s portrayal of Richard had such a profound cited on Min. Kingsley said, that he decided
he wanted it he an actor.
Kinesles was presented the award after the
andieme s% as shown a reel of his greatest perforfrom films such as "Gandhi," "Sexy
mances
Beast.- "Bugsy." "Schindler’s I.ist" and "House of
Sand and Fog- and a moderated conversation
its it It ( silicones! director Laura Phelps.
K ingsley compared working on stage and in
hlin.
"( hi stage. the actor is at his most public." he
said. "On film. the actor is at his most private. The
camera civets into that world."
Kingsley said that as he becomes involved with
a chalaclei he is playing in a him, he begins to see
and feel that di.ikicter’s qualities and feelings.
"The Laincia lets y ou enter into dangerous be has nil." lie said. Med OWN covered in blood
and there is blood im the actor’s hands and shirt ...
then %on don’t base to base legs that are about to
Neal Waters / Daily Sta 1.1 snap. !sly legs iii "I louse iuh Sand and Fort really
\sere about to snap. The talk was peppered with hits of conversation
Satjiv Chahil, a former Apple Computer executive
responsible for worldwide marketing and a new media between Kingsley and audience members, one of
Whit: It its :is a SA, man Mini his England hometown.
and marketing consultant, presents Ben Kingsley with
Cinequest’s highest honor, the Maverick Spirit Award
Kingsley ’s nest role is Frigin. the king of the
Saturday.
thic%l’s. ii"Ohser its ist." due out in September.

Actor in Si film honored for career
By John Myers

Neal Waters / Daily Staff
Marla Davies, left, a Mix 106.5 FM disc jockey, and Maria Mejia, a Cinequest volunteer acting as interpreter,
listen to director Jose Roberto Torero answer a question about his film "Manual for Love Stories." Torero, a
Brazilian, speaks Portuguese and some Spanish, Mejia speaks Spanish and English while Davies only speaks
English, making for a memorable Q & A session.

Film fest packs 1,1049 in California Theatre
By Shannon Barry and
Sergey Loginov
Daily Sniff Writers

Perfume scents and organ
vaudeville music wafted in the

Daily Copy Editor

REVIEW

He’s one of those actors who
is almost always in the support-

Ill
ing roles but ends up shining the
brightest out of anyone in the
movie.
But Saturday night, actor
Jon Polito was a star, receiving
two standing ovations while he
spoke to the Cinequest audience
and accepted the Maverick Spirit
Award for being an unbranded
renegade in film.
Polito, whose credits include
work on "Miller’s Crossing,"
"The Man Who Wasn’t There,"
"The
Big Lebowski" and
"Seinfeld." received the award
immediately following the premiere of his latest work, "Charlie
the Ox." in which he fittingly
plays an actor.
Polito said he never prejudges
any of the scripts he reads when
he agrees to work with them.
"For the most part. 1 don’t
make decisions before," he said.
"I work with the other actors before I make a decision."
Polito described his career as
a string of accidents. When he

Neal Waters / Daily Staff
Veteran actor Jon Polito was given the Maverick Spirit Award,
Cinequest’s highest honor, Saturday night. Polito has appeared in
numerous supporting roles including"Barton Fink,"Seinfeld"and
"The Big Lebowski."
was still in college he went to a
lecture by a Br, lad sit isas tress.
"EVeryhod %s as asking good
questions." he said
’I low
do I hecome a stai
She says.
You have to want it
"
After losing weight and finding he needed a job. Polito gave
the actress a call.
said,
neser remember me,’ " Puuhir it1 said. "She just
said, ’You’re the heavyweight
boy who wants It, be a star

Through that phone call,
Polito said he landed his first
acting job in a New York play.
Some of the cast and crew
members of "Charlie the Ox"
also answered questions from the
audience about the making of the
film. The movie was shot in and
around San Jose. using many local artists as cress members and
behind -the -scenes m.orkers.
Polito said he will have five
new films coming ..tit this year.

air Wednesday evening at the
California Theatre as film lovers
came together in celebration of
Cinequest’s 15th year.
The theater welcomed a full
house of 1.1(X) people, said
Jennifer Moss, manager of public
relations for Cinequest.
Halfdan Hussey, co-founder of
Cinequest, introduced the opening
night in speculation of Cinequest’s
15th year and the evolution of the
festival as a part of San Jute and
the film community.
The festival will premiere .1fi
world. four North American and
14 United States feature films,
with 60.1100 people expected to attend, Hussey said.
Steve Wozniak. co-founder of
Apple. was one of the luminaries
in attendance to support the technological and artistic development
of the festival that night.
Wozniak used props to entertain
and warm up the audience.
Filled with vigor. Wozniak mistakenly sat down a row from his
scat as he looked left and right and
quickly returned.
Tom McEnery. ex -mayor of
San Jose. was also in attendance
that evening as his daughter Erin

Cinequest movie review:

Russian film portrays Soviet view of WW II
By Sergey Loginov
Daily Staff Writer
"Our
Meskhiyev’s
Dmitri
Own" his well into a recent trend
of Russian filmmaking to demythologize World War II, which
for Russians was also the "Great
Patriotic War," the phrase equally
used in school textbooks, historical
documents and everyday speech.
For Russia. or for that matter
the Soviet Union, the country that
lost more than 20 million people
between 194 land 1945, the subject
has always been very sensitive.
Traditi.mally. Soviet World War
11 films focused on the patriotic aspect of the war, on the heroism and
selflessness of the Soviet people as
opposed to the meanness and cruelty of German fascists.
"Us" versus "them" justifiably
dominated the screen.

Slowly- hut stcailds hist in literature and then in luhit the Authors
gained conliden, e iii he me ;dile to
maintain a dist,iii.e ticst ssai
truly .111.1e1.1.1.1.1 the its ti .1I111 the
it 1....1 on the Its is of the
People 551111 went 11intitel.11Writers and Ii liii iou ket 5 ‘..t tried
addressing the sit it theme at an
other, mole personal beset
They hegan TI, pis ,ilteritit it
the nuances ril human relati, tns.
he a bet
for hardly anything
ter litmus paper ill its hit
beings really are than a its ii
In "Our Own" the sit ii is list
it
a time and-plaLe set e s
cumstances that WIAI: to the
the characters of the film.
After escaping Irom German
detention, three prisoners Id wai
Tolya. a C lllll mums? Party se
curity officer, Misha 1 .1% sit hit,, a
political commissar and Mitya. a
sniper - hide in the house owned

by Mits., s father in a small village.
The war and ix ctipation seem
Iii lime Llianeed the it ’nage irreittisublit
A.11.1.1.11e In Ile99 reality. the
it Ilkley .1...el leis are forced to make
then ..ki..1051,1.,11, arid COMpr411111WS

Human train) and cynicism, as
well .is
sellhe, manifest

he Sears Ii tor the
Mcfinery ’s
Captain" is idle Of the Bay area
movie, III The testis al’s lineup.
The testis al umip-started with
the outrageous w Id premiere
of the Brazilian comedy "Manual
tor Lose Stories.- win,Ii kept the
audience laughing es en during the
final credits.
Director Jose Roberto ’hirer()
made fun of all seemingly coned% able cliches of romantik
from casting ot leads III the
story till the twisted "just-marned"
happy ending.
The oft -screen narrah n intimately informed the it !ewers on
the nest plot fOrmula. its ti, It odd
he utiliied fits time. :mil then easily changed his mind, sausine the
main chamfers to sutler
In the intimate scene, the man
has tit oserctime considerable ohstades while trs ing to unfasten
his loser’s bra and open a condom
package. The Wli1112111 has to moan
not because of the pleasure being
received, but because her head is
being humped against the back of
the bed during the most passionate
moves of her boyfriend.
The narratia dominated the sto
sui much that it eNell called the
male lead to rebel. The rebellion
was severely suppressed with an
.illXidental’ cake in the tase.
In the after tutu queshon-andanswer session. Ewen, sonlessed
he was partialls inspired by many
Meg Ryan mos ies. which he was
often forced to watch by his girlfriends.
The film wasn’t only a stab at

Check out the 1
crossword puzzle
on page 5.

themselves in most unpredictable
ways.
Impressive script and directing
along with brilliant acting of top
Russian actors make "Our Own"
another must -see event at the
Cinequest.
"Our Own" will be playing at
2.45 p.m. Wednesday at Camera
12 in Russian with English subtitles,
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roman’’, It, hes, hut also a play Int tribute to the art of cinema
and its history. him fans could
catch the sources of ’Forero’s inspiration range form de, laratisels
ripped -oft scenes frinn Iludaikk
dam, Ed
and Murnan to Slows
Wood. musicals, soap operas and
Jackie Chan.
Parody in its best. "Manual for
Love Stories" continued its ith ani uther. soilless fiat unplanned paiiidy
on quest itsessions.
The Portuguese speaking dirt% tor clin111111111Caled 9911h the audience s la a non Portuguese speaking interpietet and Mix 106.5 FM
disc lockes Marla Das
A question in English was followed by translattim into Spanish
and an answer in Portuguese and
hits of Spanish and English.
Moles distinguished her stereittypical [tile as a blonde moderator well. holding the microphone
Just It
enough to hardy catch
a glimpse of a word that was being said. causing the audience to
chuckle and scream instructions.
After Das les used the extent of
her Spanish knowledge
"amor"
she hid goodbye to the audience
its ho moderated the session better
than she did.
An MI -person crowd proceeded to the Paragon Restaurant in the
Hotel Montgomery to enjoy drinks
and each others company.
Opening night
seemingly unforgettable
may has e been lost
in translation, hut the UDR erhal elements of cinema saved the event
from being a complete disaster.
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